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LANTERN 
RIDDLES

Name Date

Let's try some 

Lantern Riddles for

the lantern festival!

Try your best, then compare with

the answer key at the back!

Try making your own below!

1

猜
燈
謎

2

3
4

What has to be broken

before you can use it?
 

The more you take,
the more you leave
behind. What am I?

What begins

with T, finishes

with T, and has

T in it?

What can you catch but

not throw?

A word I know, six

letters it contains,
remove one letter and 12

remains, what is it?

What five-letter word

becomes shorter when

you add two letters

to it?

What goes up but

never comes back

down?

What is full of
holes but still
holds water?

5

6

7
When things go

wrong, what
can you always

count on?

8

9 10

English Version

What belongs to you,

but other people use

it more than you? 

RIddle: Answer:

www.wceo.org
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What five-letter word

becomes shorter when

you add two letters

to it?

What goes up but

never comes back

down?

LANTERN 
RIDDLES

Name Date

Have you tried all

the riddles? Good Job!

Here are the answers!

Try making your own below!

1

猜
燈
謎

2

3
4

What has to be broken

before you can use it?
 

The more you take,
the more you leave
behind. What am I?

What begins

with T, finishes

with T, and has

T in it?

What can you catch but

not throw?

A word I know, six

letters it contains,
remove one letter and 12

remains, what is it?What is full of
holes but still
holds water?

5

6

7
When things go

wrong, what
can you always

count on?

8

9 10

English Version

ANSWER KEY

What belongs to you,

but other people use

it more than you? 

an egg
footsteps

a cold a 

teapot
your 

age

short(er)!
fingers

dozens

your

name

a sponge

RIddle: Answer:

www.wceo.org


